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at
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If the
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al., 2013; McCardle, Mele-McCarthy, Cutting, Leos,
Mele-McCarthy, Cutting, Leos, & D’Emilio, 2005; Ortiz & Artiles,
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from other
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the
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departments
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to
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(e.g.,
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taking
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as English
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Discussion
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that the
experience
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by
these
instructors can
With
regard
to Stage
3
these
instructors
canbe
beretained.
retained.
With
regard
to Stage

3 (Placement)
described
above, Managers
Programemploy
Managers
(Placement)
described
above, Program
a
employmodel
a cascade
modelto (Lowe,
2016b)
to ensure
cascade
(Lowe, 2016b)
ensure that
knowledge
that knowledge
particular
needstoare
passed
regarding
particular regarding
needs are passed
from senior
junior
from
senior
to
junior
instructors.
For
example,
if an
instructors. For example, if an instructor in their fifth and final
instructor in their fifth and final year has previously
year has previously taught students with ASD when such a
taught students with ASD when such a student enters
student
enters the
program,
thatmay
student
be placed
with this
the program,
that
student
be may
placed
with this
ininstructor
semester.
However,
in the second
structor ininthe
thefirstfirst
semester.
However,
in thesemester
second
the
student will
placed inwill
a class
a second
fourth-year
semester
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be with
placed
in atoclass
with
a secondbuttothe
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but the
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instructor,
fifth-year instructor
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on the
instructor
will
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Multidisciplinary
Team
Multidisciplinary Team to share expertise and assist the less
to
share
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and
assist
the
less
experienced
experienced instructor. Such a system has the further benefit of
instructor. Such a system has the further benefit of
equipping a wider body of teachers with the knowledge and
equipping a wider body of teachers with the knowlability to meet a variety of needs.
edge and ability to meet a variety of needs.

revisions
how individual
stages
of theofframework
are carried
sions totohow
individual
stages
the framework
are

carried
outmeet
to better
studentneeds.
and program
needs.
out
to better
studentmeet
and program
The efficacy
of
The revisions
efficacyisofthen
these
revisions
then subject
to furthese
subject
to furtherisreview
at the conclusion

ther
review semesters
at the conclusion
of subsequent
semesters
of
subsequent
and academic
years through
the same

Observations and Outcomes

and academic years
through the same review process.
Most significantly, feedback after AY2016
Most significantly, feedback after AY2016 rerevealed that some teachers felt unsupported by Program
vealed that some teachers felt unsupported by ProManagers
early in theearly
semester.
In response,
Program
gram Managers
in the
semester.
In response,
Managers
more actively
with teachers
and
Programbegan
Managers
beganfollowing
more up
actively
following
offering
support
for Stage
collaborative
up with
teachers
and5 through
offering
support lesson
for Stage 5
throughascollaborative
lesson
planning
as early as
planning
early as the week
prior to
the commencement
of the
week
prior
to
the
commencement
of
classes.
Teachclasses. Teachers reported feeling more supported in AY2017,
ers reported feeling more supported in AY2017, and
and Program Managers have since striven to continue providing
Program Managers have since striven to continue
early and consistent support to instructors. Based on feedback
providing early and consistent support to instructors.
from English Discussion Class Administrative staff, the record
Based on feedback from English Discussion Class
keeping
procedure in
Stage
7 was
simplified
for AY2018.
Administrative
staff,
the
record
keeping
procedure in
Stage 7 was simplified for AY2018.

A grade
and attendance
rate analysis
found
that both
metricsthat
A grade
and attendance
rate
analysis
found

Implications and Portability

improved since
implementation
frameimplementation
of thethe
framework.
As Figures 2 of
andthe
3 show,
the

The framework
created and
implemented
at Rikkyo University’s
The framework
created
and implemented
at Rik-

in SWD’ performance in the course with respect to
grading and attendance not only improved after the
grading and attendance not only improved after the
implementation of the framework in the 2016 academic year, but
implementation of the framework in the 2016 acathat
this improvement
wasthis
closer
to, and often surpassed,
theto,
demic
year, but that
improvement
was closer
total
average
performance
of
students
enrolled
in
the
course.
and often surpassed, the total average performance of
This
may beenrolled
attributedin
to the
the close
attention
student
progress
students
course.
This tomay
be attributed
to
the
close
attention
to
student
progress
and
scope
and scope for intervention afforded by the framework, learner
for intervention
afforded
by of
thestudents,
framework,
learner
variables
unique to different
groups
or a combination
variables
unique
to
different
groups
of
students,
or a
of both.
It should be noted that the academic year in Japan
combination of both.
begins with the spring term, and that a curriculum revision
It should be noted that the academic year in Japan
implemented in the 2017 academic year reduced the average
begins with the spring term, and that a curriculum
grade
across
the entire course.
is typical for year
revision
implemented
in Furthermore,
the 2017 itacademic
grades
to decrease
and thegrade
percentage
of classes
missed
to
reduced
the average
across
the entire
course.
Furthermore,
is typical
for grades
to the
decrease
increase
from theitspring
to fall semester
across
course inand
a
the percentage
of classes
missed
to3increase
from the
typical
year, as is evident
in Figures
2 and
respectively.
spring
to
fall
semester
across
the
course
in
a
typical
Regular grade and attendance analysis is one part of
the
year,
as
is
evident
in
Figures
2
and
3
respectively.
regular review of the framework and its implementation.
Regular grade and attendance analysis is one
Additionally, Program Managers meet with English Discussion
part of the regular review of the framework and its
Class
Administrative staff
and the SDSOProgram
to review procedures
implementation.
Additionally,
Managers
for
communication
across
stakeholders
and
for
meet with English Discussion Classinterventions
Administrative
individual
as wellto
asreview
collect feedback
from instructors
staff andstudents,
the SDSO
procedures
for communication
across
stakeholders
and
interventions
via
a Google Form
survey.
This feedback
shows
consistent for
individual
students,
as
well
as
collect
feedback
from
satisfaction with the framework’s implementation while helping
instructors
via
a
Google
Form
survey.
This
feedback
identify specific concerns, such as the timing or type of support
shows consistent satisfaction with the framework’s
provided for specific SWD or their teachers. Based on such
implementation while helping identify specific confeedback, Program Managers are able to make
cerns, such as the timing or type of support provided for specific SWD or their teachers. Based on such
feedback, Program Managers are able to make revi-

appears
have
improved
the ability
SWD
the
ability oftoSWD
enrolled
in the course
to meet of
course
aims,en-

both metrics
among
SWD
enrolled
in the course
have
among
SWD enrolled
in the
course
have improved
since the

work. As Figures
2 and 3 show,
the improvement
improvement
in SWD’ performance
in the course
with respect to

review process.

kyo University’s
Center for
English
Class
Center
for English Discussion
Class
appearsDiscussion
to have improved

rolled
in the
course transferable
to meet course
aims,
and as such
and
as such
is hopefully
to similar
educational

is hopefully transferable to similar educational contexts, especially those with less proactive disability
providers on campus. As a result of significant differences in
service providers on campus. As a result of significant
context,
aspects
the originalaspects
Ortiz andofYates
model
differences
inofcontext,
the (2001)
original
Ortiz
were
removed
or modified
creating the
current
and necessarily
Yates (2001)
model
were when
necessarily
removed
framework,
and any
transference
the current
framework
to a
or modified
when
creatingof the
current
framework,
andcontext
any transference
of the current
framework
to a
new
would likely necessitate
further adaptations.
In any
new
context
would
likely
necessitate
further
adaptacase, it is advisable to select and modify a framework only after
tions. In any case, it is advisable to select and
modify
creating a full inventory of available resources.
Feedback
a framework only after creating a full inventory of
within English Discussion Class suggests that the current
available resources.
framework has provided a serviceable degree of training and
Feedback within English Discussion Class sugpreparation
teachers
to provide
reasonable
accommodations
gests thatforthe
current
framework
has
provided a
to
students,
and
has
greatly
improved
communication
across for
serviceable degree of training and preparation
teachers toAsprovide
reasonable
accommodations
stakeholders.
English as
a foreign language
teachers are to
students,
and
has
greatly
improved
communication
often underequipped to provide reasonable accommodations to
across
stakeholders.
As English
as a Discussion
foreign language
SWD
in their
language classrooms,
English
Class
teachers
are
often
underequipped
to
provide
reaProgram Managers hope to continue collaborating with the
sonable accommodations to SWD in their language
SDSO and other departments within the university to provide
classrooms, English Discussion Class Program Manrelevant
training
English Discussion
Class’ fulltime
staff.
Such
agers hope
totocontinue
collaborating
with the
SDSO
collaboration
be possible
at anythe
institution
with a to
disability
and other should
departments
within
university
prosupport
office or equivalent
However,
Rikkyo University
vide relevant
training services.
to English
Discussion
Class’
staff.
collaboration
should
be possible
isfulltime
one of only
120 Such
institutes
of higher education
in Japan,
or
at
any
institution
with
a
disability
support
office
about 10% of such institutions, that reported having an office oror
equivalent
services.
Rikkyo University
center
dedicated
to student However,
disability
is one of only 120 institutes of higher education in
Japan, or about 10% of such institutions, that reported
having an office or center dedicated to student disabilcontexts, especially those with less proactive disability service
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affairs
in 2014
2017). Language
teachers
and
ity affairs
in(Boeltzig-Brown,
2014 (Boeltzig-Brown,
2017).
Language

teachersadministrators
and program
administrators
remaining
program
at the
remaining 90%at
of the
colleges,
90% of colleges,
universities,
and vocational
universities,
and vocational
schools around
the country schools
will have
around
the
country
will
have
a
considerably
harder
a considerably harder time accommodating their SWD. Even
time
accommodating
their
SWD.
Even
when
resourcwhen resources exist, measures must be put in place to ensure
es exist, measures must be put in place to ensure that
that such support can extend to the language learning
such support can extend to the language learning
classroom.
Furthermore,
language
teachersteachers
and program
classroom.
Furthermore,
language
and proadministrators
should be proactive
in providing
accommodations
gram administrators
should be
proactive
in providing
to
SWD, as students do
always
accommodations
to not
SWD,
asindependently
students doseek
not the
always
independently
the major
support
they need.
support
they need.seek One
shortcoming
of the framework
One
major
shortcoming
of
the
framework
dedescribed above is that it can only be applied to cases in which
scribed
above
is
that
it
can
only
be
applied
to
cases
the student reported their needs to the university upon
in which the student reported their needs to the unimatriculation. SWD who do not report their needs go without
versity upon matriculation. SWD who do not report
specific interventions or accommodations of any kind. As
their needs go without specific interventions or acidentification
of various
needs
improves
across many higher
commodations
of any
kind.
As identification
of vareducation
landscapes,
so too
will there
be a higher
growing education
urgency to
ious needs
improves
across
many
landscapes,
soSWD
too in
will
there learning
be a growing
to
properly
support
language
contexts.urgency
Language
properly
support SWD
in language
learning
contexts.
program
administrators
and teachers
alike would
do well
to
Language
administrators
and teachers
alike
increase
theirprogram
own awareness
of various needs,
create
would
do
well
to
increase
their
own
awareness
of
varenvironments in which students feel comfortable stating their
ious needs, create environments in which students feel
needs, identify available resources to support students’ learning,
comfortable stating their needs, identify available reand
createto
standard
operating
procedures
for and
effective
delivery
sources
support
students’
learning,
create
stanof
an appropriate
Finally,
further research
into the
dard
operatingframework.
procedures
for effective
delivery
of an
implementation
and efficacy ofFinally,
such a framework
and its delivery
appropriate framework.
further research
into
the implementation
and
efficacy
of of
such
a framework
would
benefit most greatly
from
the voices
students
and its delivery would benefit most greatly from the
themselves.
voices of students themselves.
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Table 1
Categorization of Disabilities Represented in English Discussion Classes by Year

Health issues/poor health
Physical disability
Mental health disability
Developmental disability
Hearing and speech impairment
Visual impairment

2015

2016

2017

2018

0
2
0
3
1
1

0
3
0
5
2
0

1
1
1
2
0
1

1
1
0
5
1
2

Table 2
Examples of Specific Disabilities and Accommodations in English Discussion Classes
Disability
Physical disability
(lower limb restriction)

Accommodations

1. Classroom layout was modified to allow easier wheelchair access.
2. Activity staging was modified to reduce the frequency of students changing
seating location.
Hearing and speech
1. Two student volunteers proficient in Japanese sign language used a tablet
impairment (deafness)
to convert utterances from classmates into writing, as well as to read aloud
what the student had written, when participating in discussion activities with
other students.
2. The teacher provided print-outs of planned teacher-talk (e.g., instructions
for each activity) labelled alphanumerically to the student at the start of each
class. The teacher would write the letter of the corresponding teacher-talk on
the board to signpost the lesson.
3. Additional time was provided during discussion tests, which were assessed
with a revised rubric.
1. Homework
readings were
provided inwere
a digitalprovided
format for use
read-aloud
software.for
2. The
Developmental
1. Homework
readings
inwith
a digital
format
useteacher
withreduced
read-the
complexity
of written
board work and supplemented this with verbal instructions and confirmation checks.
disability (dyslexia)
aloud
software.
2. The teacher reduced the complexity of written board work and supplemented this with verbal instructions and confirmation checks.
Developmental
1. Discussion prompts were modified to preclude abstract concepts that the
disability (Autism
student found difficult to understand.
Spectrum Disorder)
2. The lesson plan and classroom activities were highly routinized, including
color-coded board work and seating charts.
3. The student and teacher agreed on a signal that the student could send to the
teacher in times of distress. The teacher would then ask the class if anyone
needed a bathroom break and allow the student to step out of the room.
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Figure 1. A framework for accommodating students with disabilities in English
Discussion Classes.
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Figure 2. Comparison of average grades between students with
disabilities and all students, AY2015-AY2018. (Dotted line represents
the division between pre- and post-implementation of the framework).

Figure 3. Comparison of attendance rates between students with
disabilities and all students, AY2015-AY2018. (Dotted line represents
the division between pre- and post-implementation of the framework).

